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Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal, equipped with 
title is the subspace X = IJ{ I’: I is a nonstationary subset 
K-compact, but, assuming 2” = K+, is not normal. 
the discrete topology. ,The space of the 
OfK}OfPK. We show that X is strongly 
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1. Introduction 
The original motivation for this paper is to find uncountable cardinals K for which 
the following statement is true in ZFC. 
Y(K): There is a strongly K-compact space which is not K-bounded. 
An example of Frolik, [3], shows that sP(w; holds. Until now there were only 
consistency results for a few K > W: If MA+ 1CH then y(K) holds if w C K < c, and 
if K is an uncountable measurable cardinal (then K lc) then Y(K) also holds, [ 121. 
This gives no information at all for nonmeasurable cardinals K 2 c, and under CH 
it gives no information at all for uncountable nonmeasurable cardinals. Indeed, 
Vaughan asks if there is in ZFC a K > toI for which Y(K) holds, and if it is consistent 
with ZFC that y(K) holds for some nonmeasurable K 3 c, [ 121. We answer this as 
follows. 
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Tkwem 1.1. Y(K) holds for each regufar K. 
(I did not investigate the case K is singular.) The spaces used in [ 3, 121 have the 
form /?t~- (p) if CO< KG, and /?K- (p> if KX. we use a different subspac& of PK. 
Theorem 1.1 clearly follows from our next theorem. [We write 3 for (E IE -4. ] 
T~Q~WUI 1.2. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal, and let .% be a normal ideal on 
K, for example the nonstationary ideal. Then us is a strongly K-compact subspace of 
SK- 
(But U.@ is not K-bounded since K c IJJ # PK.) 
This subspace of IRK has apparently not been considered before.’ One could hope 
that the space has other applications, in particular that it can be used to answer the 
following question of R.G. Woods: 
Question 1.3. Does there exist a locally compact extremally disconnected spr ‘e that 
is normal but not paracompact? 
Kunen has noted that under MA+lCH (among others) the answer to Question 
I.3 is yes. The answer also is yes if one deletes “locally compact”, [a], or weakens 
“extremally disconnected” to “basically disonnected”, [ 113. The following result 
shows that one cannot use the space of Theorem 1.2 to get an honest example for 
Question 1.3; whether or not the assumption 2” = K+ is essential I don’t know. 
Theorem 1.4. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal with 2” = K+. If $ is any normal 
ideal on K, then Uca’ is not normal. 
So set theorists and topologists do not agree as to what “normal” means. 
2. Preliminaries 
Set theory: As usual a cardinal is an initial ordinal and an ordinal is the set of 
smaller ordinals. K and A denote infinite cardinals. For clarity, if a! E K we write ar 
if we think of (Y as an element of K and [0, cu) if we think of cy as a subset of K. 
(But we write K, not [0, K).) If X is a set, then as usual 
WI- = (A E P(X): IAl c K}, and [XIGK = [X]-K’. 
’ After this work was completed I became aware of [ I]. In this paper ideals are studied with properties 
which first have come up in the study of uhrafilters on measurable cardinals (including 01. This relates 
to the fact that Vaughan’s examples come from special ultrafilters on measurable cardinals, while the 
examples in this paper come from special ideals. 
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An ideal 9 on K is called 
- nontrivial if {(Y} E9 for ar E K but K If 3, 
- <A-complete if U$E 4; for ,$ E [9]’ * (but countably complete means CO,- 
complete), 
- closed under diagonal union if Ua c K (In - [O, cu]) E 9 whenever Ia E 3 for a! c K, 
- normal if it is zrontrivial, <K-complete (hence K is regular) and closed under 
diagonal union. 
If cf( K) > o then A C_ K is called a cub (closed unbounded) if sup(A) = K and 
sup(B) E A u (K} for all B s A (in topological terms: if A is a noncompact closed 
subset of K, when K carries the order topology), and a subset of K is called stationary 
if it intersects every cub in K, otherwise it is called nonstationary. The family of 
nonstationary sets is called the nonstationary ideal. 
Lemma 2.1. Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal. 
(a) The nonstationary ideal on K is a normal ideal on K. 
(b) Every normal ideal on K indudes the nonstationary ideal. 
Part (a) is due to Fodor, [2], and part (b) is proved in [S, 1.5; 1,2.1] and goes 
back to Neumer, [lo]. 
Finally, MA denotes Martin’s axiom and CH denotes the continuum hypothesis. 
Topology: Throughout K (and also A) carries the discrete topology and - denotes 
the closure operator in PK. If 4 c P(K), then $ denotes the family {E 1e.q. 
A family 3 is called a jflter base on X if 0 # 9 E 9(X) - ((d} and for every F, G E 9 
thereisHE~withHcFne;wesaythat9tracesontcXifFnL#(bforall 
FE 9, or, equivalently, if the restriction 9 r L = {F n L: FE 9) also is a filter base. 
The space X is called K-bounded if every element of [Xl‘ K has compact closure, 
and is called strongly K-COmpaCf if every filter base on X of cardinality at most K 
traces on a compact set. (Note that every infinite filter base 9 on X traces on a set 
of cardinality at most 191, hence every K-bounded space is strongly K-Compact.) 
3. Proof of Theorem 1.2 
The proof 3.1. Since Y’(o) is already known to hold, we may assume K is uncountable 
(and regular). For brevity we put 
x=u$ Y=U(([K]~~~)-‘) and 2=X- Y 
(So Y is the space of nonuniform ultrafilters on K and 2 is the space of uniform 
JWtrafilters.) 
Fact. 2 is u-bounded. In fact, gx is a collection of at most K compact subsets oj’& 
then UX has compact closure in 2. 
Proof of Fact. 2 is locally compact since X is open in /3~ and 2 is closed in X. 
Hence without loss of generality x = (2 n c: t G 2’) for some 9% [ .f’] ‘Y Since JJ 
is closed under diagonal union, WC can find I E 9 such that It - 11~ K (L E 2). Then 
uxc,Is-YSZ. cl 
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Now let 9 be a filter base on X with 1st S K. Enumerate 9 as (F’ : a < K). We 
have to find a compact subset of X on which 9 traces. 
C&e 1: 9 traces on Z. 
Then our compact set exists by the Fact, since K-boundedness implies strongly 
K-compactness. 
Case 2: 9 traces on [O, a]- for some a < K. 
This case deserves no attention. 
Case 3: Not Case 1 nor Case 2. 
Then 9 traces on Y since Case 1 does not hold. Since Case 2 does not hold 
either, we see that 
(WFEs)(Va<K)(3y<K)[Fn(a,y]-ZQ)]. 
(Note that (a, y]-= [0, r]-- [0, a]-.) Since K is regular and (a, y] = (cy, y + I), it 
follows that we can find a strictly increasing K-sequence (a,: 6 < K) in K such that 
(1) &n(q q+d-#0 (&N, 
(2) aA = supzCA at (A < K a limit). 
Then I = K -(a,: & K} is not stationary, and 9 traces on the compact subset T of 
PK. But fzX by Lemma 2.1(b). Cl 
Remark 3.2. It is easy to see that X and Y are not homeomorphic: X has a discrete 
subset of cardinality K whose closure in X is compact, and Y has no such set. Our 
results imply that X - K and Y - K are not homeomorphic either: Y - K is the union 
of K compact sets, for Y = UU<, [0, a]-, but X - K is not by the Fact since Z is 
closed in X - K. Alternatively, X - K is strongly K-compact, but Y - K is not, as the 
filter {[a, K)-n ( Y-K): a < K} witnesses. 
Another point of interest is Tall’s observation, recorded in [l] (see discussion 
following [I, ILL, kg]), that PK -X and PK - Y are not homeomorphic: in PK -X 
every union of at most K clopen sets has open closure, the analogous statement 
for @K- Y is false. 
4. Normal ideals yield nonnormal subspaces 
Let K be a regular uncountable cardinal, and let 9 be a normal ideal on K. As in 
Section 3 define 
x=u%F, Y=~(([K]’ “)-) and Z=X- Y. 
Note that Z is closed in X. Recall that we assume 2” = K+. 
We plan to find subcollections %, ‘V of 4, such that 
(1) % u V generates S; and 
(2) IUn VlCK for UE %, Vfs 'v: 
Then U”ii u U‘V = X but U% n UFn Z = 0, so i,J@ n Z and i_j‘h Z are disjoint 
closed subsets of X, If X were normal, then they would have disjoint ~Iosrrres in 
PK. (For K S X E j?K hence /3X = PK, and a completely regular space S is Norman 
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(if and) only if every two disjoint closed subsets of S have disjoint closures in pS, 
[4,3.13,6.5].) But then there would be A c K such that U@ n 2 c A and Upn Z c 
(K -A)-, hence such that 
(3) % t A u “Ir t (K - A) u [K]’ K generates 9. 
We plan to kill (3) by using a straightforward diagonalization argument. 
Enumerate 9 as (I,, : a < K+, a even), P(K) - 9 as (&: a! < K+, a odd). We wiii 
have % = { UU : a < K+) and “Y = ( Va : a < K+}, where the UCI and Va are picked with 
transfinite recursion in such a way that 
(1’) Ia = ua U vx (a < K+, a even); 
(2’) I&n vpl<K (d<K+); 
(3’) IvuI=IKI= K, and &, Vu C Ku (a < K+, a odd). 
Suppose for a moment we have such Utx and Vu. Then clearly (1’) implies (1) and 
(2’) implies (2). It remains to show that (3’) implies that (3) fails. Indeed, let A E !P(K) 
be arbitrary. One of A and K - A is not in 9, hence is KCI for some odd Q! C K+. But 
W Kau If ‘t (K- Kn) does not generate .f since it does not produce V,, because of (2’ ) 
and (3’ ). By symmetry 4/t (K- KLy ) u Y ‘r Km does not generate .f either since it does not 
produce Ufl. This proves (3 ). 
Now let a! < K+, and assume U& and V’ to be constructed for 6 C LY. We first note 
that there are disjoint A, B E 9 such that 
Iu~-A~<K and IVe-Bl<~ @car). 
Indeed, reenumerate (Q: $ < a) as (A,: q < K) and (V$s C a) as (&+ v < K), then 
define 
A = u ((A, - u Bz) -[O, rll)* 
‘7< K 65-r) 
and define B similarly. Here we used (2’) and the fact that .9 is closed under diagonal 
union. 
Case 1: QY even. 
Let U,=A,and Va=Ia-A. 
Case 2: a odd. 
Since A, B E 3, and [K]<* g .%, but 1y(, L9, we have SK,, - (A u S)l = K. Hence 
I& - (A u B) includes two disjoint nonstationary sets U” and V,,, both of cardirrality 
K. Note that U;, Vn E 9 by Lemma 2.1 (b). 
This completes the construction, 
5. Some other ideals also yield nonnormal subspaces 
Theorem 5.1. U(([K]~~)-) is a normal space if, is weakly compact or K = 0. 
Proof. CM’y v: Malyhin showed that K must be regular and must be inaccessible, 
[8 J (that K P ol was proved independently by Warren, [131). the proof was completed 
by Kunen and Parsons, 171. 
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If: Trivial if K - O, proved by Kunen and Parsons for K > O, [7]. Cl 
This rules out other natural choices of ideals 4; which one could try to \rse to 
give an honest answer to Question 1.3. The following easy corollaries rule out sOme 
more ideals. 
Theorem 5.2. Let K > to, and assume K is not weakly compact. If 9 is aPsy < wco~$e~e 
K-generated nontrivial ideal on K, then u$ is not normal. 
Proof. First note that K must be regular, 9 being <K-Complete and nontriVial. 
Next note that there is an L E [K]” which looks like a Luzin set: for all I E 9 one 
has II n f.1 c K. As [K ]*’ K c 9, it follows that the closed subspace En Uca’ of US is 
homeomorphic to u( ([K]’ ’ )-). This space is not normal by Theorem 5.1. n 
Corollary 5.3 (MA). If 4 is an ideal on c that is isomorphic to either the null-sets ar 
the meager (= first category) sets in R, then ULa’ is not normal. 
Proof. The missing parts can be found in [9, pp. 168,170]. Or simply use CH instead 
of MA. Cl 
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Notes by the editor 
This paper was originally submitted to Houston Journal of Mathematics on March 
8, 1979. It was refereed and accepted for publication but van Douwen never 
submitted a revised version of his manuscript. The editor of Houston Journal of 
Mathematics has authorized me to publish the paper here and he has provided me 
v rith a copy of the report of the referee. I have made those changes and improvements 
suggested by the referee that I thought were appropriate. 
